The Recession and Texas Children
How the Lone Star State’s Kids are Weathering the Economic Storm
August 25, 2009
Amidst news of rising unemployment, faltering stock markets, and uncertain government coffers,
reports of the recession have centered mostly on what the economic downturn means for adults. Here in the
Lone Star State, though, where more than 1 in 4 Texans are children,i the recession’s effect on the youngest
among us demands attention. In conjunction with the launch of a new statewide workgroup on family financial
security, Texans Care for Children offers this examination of the recession and Texas children. Its findings are
based on a variety of indicators pertaining to child and family financial wellbeing, as well as existing and
potential state policies to promote financial security in children’s lives. Additional information about the
economic security of Texas children and the effect of the recession on Texas families will be available next
month when the U.S. Census releases the latest state data on income, poverty, and health coverage.
Problem 1: While economic indicators overall are poor, for Texas children they’re even worse.
In Texas, the younger you are, the more likely it is that you entered the economic downturn without a
foundation of financial security. Four out of 10 people in Texas classified as living in poverty are children.ii The
U.S. Census notes that just under a quarter of all Texas children live in households defined by the federal
government as below the poverty level (about $22,000 per year for a family of four in 2009). One in 10 Texas
children lives in extreme poverty, subsisting at less than half the poverty level.iii The poverty rate is highest for
the youngest children, under age 5. Texas toddlers are nearly twice as likely as adults to be poor.
Federal standards measure the reality of families’ spending imperfectly. The government’s definition
of poverty undervalues the expenses that most families with children find consume the majority of their
budget: child care, housing, and health care. The Center for Public Policy Priorities demonstrated that families
in Texas’ cities, in reality, need to earn twice the federal poverty limit to meet all these needs.iv When we
consider this definition for children in families struggling to get by, at least half of young Texans do not have
economic security at home.v
Problem 2: Texas children face greater economic vulnerability compared to other children in the U.S.
Texas’ aid system, which includes programs like food stamps, unemployment, and Medicaid, ranks
second to last in the country for the share of needy, eligible people who actually receive benefits.vi Only about
2 percent of Texas’ poor children receive benefits under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
program, in part due to the difficulty of accessing funds.vii A consequence of having a largely inaccessible
benefits system is that children in Texas are over a third more likely to be poor than other U.S. children.viii
In Texas, most children in poverty have parents who work;ix a third live in homes with both their
parents, who are married;x and 6 in 10 have parents born in the United States.xi † The main reason Texas
†

The notion that child poverty in Texas occurs because of our immigrant family population does not hold up under scrutiny. All six
states with equal or higher percentages of children in immigrant families than Texas have lower (in some cases much lower) child
poverty rates. In fact, of the states in the top 10 in percentage of immigrant children, only Texas also ranks among the top 10 for child
poverty (a list mostly made up of Southern states with relatively low immigrant child populations). A much stronger predictor of child
poverty is public investments; 7 of the 10 states with the highest child poverty levels are in the bottom 10 for overall “tax burden.” For
more information and sources, see www.texanscareforchildren.org/files/ImmigrantChildrenTX.pdf
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children are poor is that the adults who care for them do not earn enough money. Two drivers of poor
earnings are the low education level of many parents and the fact that a large proportion of parents had their
children at a very young age. Texas, unfortunately, ranks last in the country in high school completion, a major
factor in workers’ earnings.xii Additionally, the teen birth rate in Texas is the country’s third highest.xiii Teen
mothers are more likely to drop out of school and raise their children in poverty compared to older mothers.xiv
Low‐income families in Texas also have limited infrastructure to help them save for a home or a
college education. Ours is an “asset‐poor” state, trailing the nation in home ownership. More than half of
residents have no savings account at all, and 1 household out of every 5 has a net worth of zero.xv Meanwhile,
predatory lenders charge low‐income families exorbitant interest rates through mechanisms such as payday
lending, furthering many families’ descent into economic insecurity. xvi As a result, Texans have the lowest
average credit rating in the U.S.xvii
A final challenge for Texas children is that the law is often not on the side of vulnerable families. Texas
has a regressive tax system, so lower income families pay a significantly higher percentage of their annual
income in state taxes (about 13% of income in 2007) compared to higher income families (who spent only 5%
of 2007 income on state taxes).xviii Even Texas traffic laws are unusually punitive toward the poor: ours may be
the only state that goes so far as to jail residents who are unable to pay their traffic fines.xix
Problem 3: Texas ranks last in the country in protecting children from the worst economic hardships.
The poorest counties and the poorest small cities in the United States are in Texas,xx and a
disproportionately high number of people living in those areas happen to be children. Even for children outside
these hard‐hit areas, the three “H’s” of extreme economic hardship—hunger, homelessness, and health
crisis—pose special threats in Texas. A report last May by the national group Feeding America found that Texas
had the worst childhood food insecurity in the United States, meaning the highest rate of children
experiencing hunger due to their household not having enough food or money to buy food.xxi Another report,
released last March by the National Center on Family Homelessness, found Texas ranked last among the states
in providing children access to reliable housing. One out of every 20 Texas children, or 337,000, are
homeless.xxii Texas also has the highest rate of children without health insurance.xxiii Nearly 1 out of every 4
Texas kids is unable to see a doctor in a doctor’s office, leaving families increasingly vulnerable to medical
bankruptcies associated with seeking costly care in the emergency room. For those families with income over
two times the federal poverty limit, Texas offers no access to programs like the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP), while private alternatives are often unaffordable, leaving a growing number of middle‐income
families without health care alternatives.
Problem 4: The recession stands to worsen the financial security of Texas children.
Several national and statewide indicators in recent months point to an economic downturn that is
already creating worse outcomes for Texas children. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities estimated last
year that the current recession would lead an estimated 2.6 million to 3.9 million more U.S. children to
become poor.xxiv Since then, a report released in May by the Foundation for Child Development found the
health and wellbeing of U.S. children is deteriorating due to the recession. The report went so far as to say the
downturn threatens to “virtually undo all progress made in children’s economic wellbeing since 1975.”xxv
Nationwide, food insecurity among low‐income families has risen sharply since the recession began.xxvi With
fewer resources for food, families appear to be cutting back on more expensive healthy choices: in July, the
Trust for America's Health (TFAH) and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation released a report suggesting that
the recession is exacerbating child obesity.xxvii As families lose their homes to foreclosure, not only are more
children prone to homelessness, many experience disruptions in their social and emotional development,
especially at a young age.xxviii Increasing numbers of families also are losing their health insurance. An
estimated 1.1 million more people become uninsured with each one‐point climb in the unemployment rate.xxix
With so many needs, nonprofit organizations report not being able to keep up with the demand for their
services: more than half of nonprofit human service providers in surveys report both an increase in demand
and a decline in revenue, as charitable giving dipped for the first time since 1987.xxx
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Following the 2001 recession, child poverty in Texas grew faster than the rise in unemployment. Thus,
if the last recession is any guide, more than a quarter million children in Texas could already have become poor
due to the recent economic downturn.xxxi Even prior to this recession, a growing number of Texas children lived
in households without a steady source of income; more than 2 million had parents without secure, full‐time
year‐round employment in 2007.xxxii Because the unemployment rate has climbed 3.3 percentage points since
then,xxxiii even fewer parents have reliable income today.
Although many families with children are eligible for public benefits, the Texas Health and Human
Services Commission has not been able to process assistance applications quickly enough to meet the need.
Enrollment in the state’s food stamp program alone rose by over 50,000 people since the recession began; a
spokesperson for the commission has likened the experience of trying to process the applications for public
benefits to “drinking from a fire hose.”xxxiv The federal standard for processing benefits requires no more than 1
application in every 20 to take more than 30 days to process, yet in March, nearly a quarter of Texas food
stamp applications took longer, and, by June, as many as one‐third did.xxxv Since the recession began, more
Texas children are enrolling in the federal free and reduced price lunch program.xxxvi Of the state’s 4.5 million
school‐age children in Texas, 2.7 million (59 percent) qualified for the program as of December. xxxvii
Problem 5: The recession’s impact on children will be felt for years after the economy recovers.
Repeated studies have found that economic hardship during childhood can lead to lasting negative
effects for the children involved. Critical social, cognitive, and emotional development occurs during childhood,
but the high stress of not having enough to get by at home can impede key functions and lead to challenges
that last into adulthood.xxxviii In May, First Focus published research on the long‐term effects of recession‐
induced child poverty 20 years later in people who had experienced a recession during childhood. Children
who slipped into poverty during a recession had significantly lower lifetime earnings, less education, and
poorer health outcomes than children who avoided poverty—despite that both groups began life with a
foundation of financial security before the recessionary periods in their childhood began.xxxix
Texas, too, will suffer the economic impact of more children growing up today without what they need
to become thriving citizens and workers in the future. A report last year estimated that child poverty costs
Texas $57.5 billion in an average year, in the form of foregone future earnings, involvement with crime, and
the costs associated with poor health outcomes in the people who experienced poverty during their
childhood.xl The increase in children in poverty during this recession could bring those numbers up by
additional billions, representing an enormous financial burden for Texas.xli
What’s Happening Now to Help Texas Children through the Recession
Every day the basic needs of economically vulnerable children are met by caring people, dedicated
nonprofit and faith‐based organizations, and a host of effective government programs that ensure children’s
basic needs are met. One factor in particular was too complex to account for in our projections about Texas
children and the recession but stands to have an enormous impact on outcomes for kids: the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009. The state Legislative Budget Board estimates Texas will
receive some $16 billion in federal stimulus dollars, including money for unemployment benefits, human
services such as food stamps and Medicaid, educational programs for disadvantaged children, child care,
housing, and workforce programs. Additionally, millions of Texas families benefit from a more generous Child
Tax Credit, a new “Making Work Pay” Credit, and an expanded Earned Income Tax Credit tied to the ARRA.
These tax credits alone could help keep tens of thousands of Texas children out of poverty.xlii Beyond the ARRA,
the president’s proposed 2010 federal budget includes other modest increases in investments for children.xliii
The 81st Texas Legislature ensured that Texas was one of few states in the country to make no
significant human services cuts during a lean budget year. Although our investments per child still lag far
behind that of most states, Texas made some modest progress. HB 3859 (Herrero) seeks to address staffing
challenges at the Health and Human Services Commission so more applicants for benefits can receive help in a
timely manner. Additionally, a modest increase in the budget for pre‐Kindergarten programs represents
promising attention to an issue many advocates for children believe lies at the heart of lifting children out of
poverty: quality early education. Other measures passed by the Legislature were intended to increase
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children’s access to affordable health care and mental health services, which otherwise can be major expenses
for financially insecure families. New funding was also appropriated for low‐income “kin caregivers,”
responsible for children who would otherwise be in the foster care system. Finally, the Legislature gave 59,000
children whose families receive TANF funds a one‐time $75 cash increase for back‐to‐school expenses.
Recommendations for Further Action
In the long run, Texas needs improvements in many areas to assure greater financial stability for
children, now and in the future, during times of economic turmoil. Reforms to our educational, workforce
development, and public financing systems will be critical. We will also need more efforts to help families build
up their assets and avoid debt; better access to health care; measures to prevent unplanned teen pregnancies;
stronger investments in existing food and housing programs for families with children; and a statewide
commitment to strengthening our state’s neighborhoods, communities, schools, families, and child care
centers. As first steps, Texas should take immediate action to:
•

Establish a plan to address and reduce child poverty, so kids are kept safe from economic storms
The United States has used public policies to reduce poverty in economically vulnerable populations before
with marked success. (For example, in the 1960s efforts to reduce poverty among the elderly led to a drop
in the poverty level of older Americans from about 35 percent to roughly 10 percent.) Cutting the child
poverty rate in Texas by similar margins would save Texas tens of billions of dollars, as evidence shows
these children then would be more likely to grow into healthier, more productive members of society. The
state should begin by making a commitment to reduce child poverty and setting measurable goals for
short‐ and long‐term improvement.

•

Cut the red tape that stands between families and basic supports
Texas must ensure that families know about and can get access to the critical benefits that many of their
children need and are already eligible for (Medicaid, CHIP, food stamps, free and reduced price lunch, and
TANF). The state’s eligibility and enrollment system is severely under‐resourced and overwhelmed, as are
the community‐based outreach programs responsible for letting families know they qualify for these
programs. Texas must make critical improvements in enrollment and outreach to help kids. Other ways to
eliminate red tape include doing away with rules that require families on Medicaid to re‐enroll their
children every six months, instead of once a year, to get health coverage, and “full‐family” sanction laws,
which prevent children from receiving TANF funding because of a parent’s misstep.

•

Promote asset‐building as a key strategy to increase families’ economic self‐sufficiency
Texas can do more so that low‐income residents know about and take advantage of existing tax credits and
programs that can keep them out of debt. Texas also can follow the lead of states all over the country that
have adopted effective asset‐building programs to provide matching grant funds that help families save for
college, the purchase of a home, or simply a rainy day.

•

Prioritize Texas children and families in policy decisions
Of the handful of Texas bills to be met with a gubernatorial veto last June, three would have provided
greater financial security to families (by providing tax assistance to low‐income families, creating a
matched college savings program, and extending affordable housing). Too frequently, Texas leaders look
the other way when families are in need, or even seek to win political points through policy choices that
“punish” those on the lower economic rungs. When it comes to children, though, the future economic
viability of Texas rests with all kids having the resources to succeed in life. Demographic trends suggest, if
our state does not reverse course soon, today’s Texas children will earn less and be less educated than the
workforce of today.xliv Our state needs commitment, both from leaders and the public, to put kids first so
that Texas has a bright and prosperous future.
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